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Issues of Consolidation Efforts with the Town of Ossining and Westchester County
By Peter J. Tripodi IV
The IMA contract for
police services with the
County of Westchester
was a step forward toward
consolidating government
layers. However, those representing the
Town of Ossining at negotiations acquiesced too much in order to rush this process
through. This in turn left the Town vulnerable because the legalities of the contract
placed the County at the better end of this
deal. Here’s why:
Legal Contract: I voted “No!” to have
the Supervisor sign a faulty legal contract
with the County for police services. While
the County made out well, I place no
blame on them. Unfortunately no one
was looking out for the Town. Currently,
the County uses our multi-million dollar
Police Office for free and nowhere in the
IMA contract does it guarantee Ossiningonly police work is being performed there.
With no provision in the contract to guard
against this the option for the County to
legally use our Town owned building for
county-wide police work at the expense of
the Ossining taxpayer is a very large and
realistic possibility.
The Proposal from June 2010 to
contract with the County of Westchester
for police services was met with great
support from our residents and police
officers. Unfortunately, the fixed annual
costs of providing the service from the
proposal were changed so that the County

can charge whatever they see fit every year
and all they need to do is show a budget to
the Town; this was not in the June 2010
proposal residents supported. �
The fixed costs for gasoline and overtime as seen in the June 2010 proposal
are not in the IMA contract passed by
the Town Board. According to the IMA
contract the County will change the
costs every year, and the starting rate is
not the original 2.1 million seen in the
June 2010 proposal but now 2.38 million
(plus $320,000.00 in bond payments
annually for the police building) subject
to increases. To conclude, this is not
the proposal the public supported and
wanted; it has changed drastically. This
is not what I voted for in September. This
is not Washington D.C.; legislation of
this nature should not be rushed through
the voting body. Legitimate legal issues
such as building use, SRO and Detective
positions, and annual payment caps to
match the original proposal were raised
by me but never taken up by the Town
during contract negotiations. The School
Resource Officer (SRO) is another avenue
in which the Town is wasting money. The
Town should ask the School District to
compensate them for the SRO, this is
common practice in other areas of the
County and makes sense- our SRO serves
students from Ossining Village, Yorktown,
and New Castle- all municipalities that do
not pay for Ossining Town police services

yet receive the benefit.
Robbing the Taxpayer of their
Property: The state for the art, brand new
Police Office is a major financial burden to
the Ossining taxpayer. The continuation
of NOT using this building and letting
the County use it for free while the Town
pays rent for our office space furthers this
burden on the Ossining taxpayer. The
Town of Ossining taxpayer currently pays
over $130,000.00 for rent. The building,
now used by the County for free, also costs
Ossining taxpayers over $320,000.000
annually. The fact that we now pay rent
for our own Town offices and pay a bond
for an empty Town owned Police Office
lacks the logic and common sense most
government officials should have. This
senseless action jeopardizes the future of
the Town of Ossining and its children
as the building’s construction did to our
Police Department.
In addition to this financially irresponsible decision to NOT utilize our real
property while we pay rent for our Town
offices another financially reckless situation is also occurring. By order of the
Town Supervisor the old police vehicles
resulting from our police decision have
been given to other Town departments
(the Town Board was notified of the decision after it was made) instead of being
sold to other Police Departments. These
cars were stripped, painted and retrofitted
at taxpayer expense in order to be given to

multiple Town Department heads. One
of these vehicles was given to a part time
employee (non-emergency) as a take home
vehicle. Another two have been given to
the Ambulance Tax District. These two
vehicles are town owned but now service
two other municipalities in the Ambulance
District. The Ambulance District has not
paid for these vehicles and therefore residents of one municipality are paying for
two vehicles servicing two other municipalities- this is not fair to the taxpayers
of the town of Ossining who purchased
these vehicles. There is no log of who uses
them or when; no accountability factors are
installed what so ever. Five thousand Town
residents bought the cars and now pay for
it to serve thousands more in other municipalities at the liability of the Town only.
These cars are also still under the Town’s
insurance and puts us at enormous risk
should something major occur. The fact
is that the Supervisor gave cars from the
Town government to another governing
body (Ambulance Tax District). Under
NYS law this action requires Town Board
authorization and formal resolution along
with a majority vote of the Town Boardthis never happened. This was a blatant
abuse of power and the Town Board should
act immediately to remediate this decision.
Peter J. Tripodi IV is the Ossining Town
Councilman. learn more about him online:
www.PeterTripodi.com. eMail correspondence can be direct to ElectPete@gmail.com.

TRUTH AND JUSTICE

U.S. Supreme Court Strips Nearly Executed Exoneree of Compensation
By Jeff Deskovic

Condones Prosecutorial
Misconduct
John Thompson was
arrested for capital murder
in New Orleans. At some point after that
he was arrested for attempted robbery.
Prosecutors calculated that if they could
first convict him of the attempted robbery,
he would be prevented from testifying at the
murder trial out of fear that the prior conviction would be brought up. Aided by a Brady
violation consisting of hiding a swatch of
clothing containing blood from the actual
perpetrator as well as the lab report indicating the blood type, he was convicted of

robbery.
Then, with Thompson unable to testify
in his own defense during the murder trial,
he was convicted and sentenced to death.
Within a month of execution, a private
investigator was able to locate the lab report.
Both convictions were overturned, and with
Thompson testifying at the murder retrial,
he was acquitted within an hour. All told, he
served eighteen years in prison wrongfully,
fourteen of which were spent on death row.
Thompson then sued DA Connick
for failing to train his prosecutors, and that
such lack of training led to the evidence
withholding and ultimately for his wrongful
convictions, winning a $14 million award.
The Circuit Court upheld the award in an

eight to eight decision. Connick appealed
to the US Supreme Court, and on March
29, 2011, in a five to four vote, the court
ruled that the DA’s office could not be held
responsible for failing to train prosecutors
about their obligation to turn over exculpatory evidence based on a single instance,
thereby Thompson would receive nothing.
Justice Clarence Thomas wrote the majority
opinion, in which Roberts, Scalia, Kennedy,
and Alito joined. Scalia filed a concurring opinion which Alito joined. Justice
Ginsburg wrote the dissenting opinion,
in which Breyer, Kagan, and Sotomayor
joined.
The majority held that a District
Attorney could not be held liable for “a single

Brady violation;” that four other convictions
reversed based upon Brady violations in
the ten years before Thompson’s robbery
conviction were insufficient to put the DA
on notice that Brady was either not understood nor being complied with because
they involved different variations of Brady
violations; that the prosecutor’s act of withholding was deliberate and therefore no
amount of training would have prevented
it; that law school was sufficient training
for prosecutors that the DA was entitled to
rely upon; and that Brady merely requires
turning over exculpatory evidence and not
merely evidence which, if tested, might yield
exculpatory material.
Continued on page 19
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U.S. Supreme Court Strips Nearly Executed Exoneree of Compensation
Continued from page 18

Analysis
I disagree with both the opinion of the
majority as well as the outcome.
I take issue with the majority’s holding
that Thompson’s claim is based upon “a
single Brady violation.” As I see it, the act of
hiding the blood swatch was one violation,
hiding the lab report was another, while
the continued suppression of both for five
years once the other prosecutors discovered
it was another instance, making it at least
three. I also reject the attempted trivialization by the majority of the enormity of what
happened in this case by means of focusing
on the number of violations. In real life,
the prosecutor hid evidence which if tested
could have proven Thompson’s innocence,
for the express purpose of not only wrongfully convicting him twice but very nearly
executing him. Even one instance should be
enough to warrant both compensation and
punishment.
Thompson should have won with his
argument that District Attorney Connick
provided inadequate training to his
prosecutors.
The four other convictions that were
overturned based upon the “dissimilar”
Brady violations were sufficient to alert
DA Connick that there was an actual or
constructive pervasive Brady problem
throughout his office, and that the practice was so persistent and widespread as
to practically have the force of law. First,
while Brady violations that go uncaught
by the courts and defense attorney’s likely
would escape notice, four reversals on Brady
grounds were enough to make clear even
to the most dense of observers that there
was a big problem. Second, the fact that

Connick did nothing after the reversals sent
a clear signal to all in that office that they
had a blank check to continue to commit
violations. Thirdly, the fact that there was
a written instruction circulated throughout
the DA’s office on the subject of Brady
directing prosecutors to “turn over what you
have to turn over by law, but no more” could
only have reinforced that conclusion. Such
an instruction reeking of such begrudging
language could only be interpreted as
encouraging bending and inevitably
breaking of Brady rules. Fourthly, regardless
of the differing types of violations, a Brady
violation is a Brady violation.
Turning to the argument that the prosecutor’s actions were intentional and therefore
no amount of training would have prevented
it, while I agree that’s true, proper training
might have prompted one of the other five
prosecutor’s who knew about the violation to
have come forward before they did far sooner
than before the lab report was discovered
with Thompson nearly being executed.
Law school is insufficient to teach
prosecutors the law regarding Brady and
thus obviating the need for Brady training.
If it was sufficient, why is it that both DA
Connick and his assistants got the answers
wrong when asked questions about Brady
requirements? Furthermore, it is clear that
if the head of the DA’s office and his two
senior prosecutors did not understand
Brady, there is no way that they could
possibly provided sufficient training to the
junior prosecutors.
I also disagree with the majorities definition of Brady material, to wit, evidence
that is exculpatory, excluding evidence
which, if tested, could be exculpatory.
Such a sleight of hand definition could

only encourage prosecutors to refrain from
obtaining test results in order to get out of
turning over information to defense attorney’s. Such an approach reduces a trial from
a search for the truth to simply being about
winning thus setting the stage for wrongful
convictions. Instead, the dissent’s position
lends itself to accuracy: If it could be exculpatory, turn it over.

Commentary
I believe in substantive justice which I
define as outcomes that go right to the heart
of an issue and can truly be said to be a just
outcome given the facts, as opposed to an
inflexible, uncaring framework that elevates
procedure over justice leaving the average
onlooker dumbfounded at the utter lack of
common sense and fairness. After all, the law
was made for man, not the other way around.
Given that Thompson served eighteen
years in prison and was very nearly executed,
clearly he deserved compensation. There is
no amount of money that could ever make
that up to him or to his family. For the US
Supreme Court to render a decision leaving
him with no compensation is morally wrong.
Surely one does not need a law degree or
years of legal training to see that.
Therefore, even if the Supreme Court did
not agree with the arguments his attorney’s
advanced in order to win the compensation, they should have overruled the lower
courts rationale while concurring with the
result. Those familiar with reading legal
opinions know that there is a such thing as a
reviewing court deciding a case by “dissenting
in opinion while concurring in result,” and
a court overturning the prior ground by
which the court below them decided a case
while still ruling for the winning party on a
different basis. Such a decision in this case

would have been a step towards restoring
confidence in the court system that parties
wronged by authorities can turn to them for
redress, instead this ruling demonstrates all
too clearly it is a system that is rigged in favor
of authorities. Heads law enforcement wins,
tails wronged citizens lose. When justice
does occur in the courts, it is still because of
the system, but despite it.
Rather than celebrating their victory, the
State of Louisiana should step up to the plate
and voluntarily compensate Thompson.
While they are at it, they should pass a
law allowing all of their exoneree’s to seek
compensation under state law.
This case illustrates the need for incarcerative as well as financial penalties for rogue
prosecutors who engage in clear cut, intentional misconduct. Connick and his assistants
used the legal system to pull off a kidnapping;
while also using it to try to execute him. What
if the average citizen committed kidnapping
or attempted murder? Would there be an
incarcerative penalty? Why should there not
be for these prosecutors? Is it somehow less
egregious that they did so in a courtroom
while also using flowery talk as an attempt
to make it look more dignified? Or is it that
the law is intended for some but not others?
Not only should they be punished, but they
should also have immunity stripped thus
enabling them to be sued personally.
Turning to Thompson’s lawyers, it
appears as though they did not assert all of
the grounds that they could have. Although
without question Connick did not adequately
train his office, he also failed to supervise
them. This argument appears not to have
been made.
Jeffrey M. Deskovic is a Criminal Justice
Advocate and Exoneree. To learn more, wist his
website: www.JeffreyDeskovicSpeaks.org.

CommunitySection
Anxiety, Pain and Faith
By Glenn Slaby

Deep down a small
voice was trying to get
me to keep awake, keep
my eyes open, get out of
the chair and move! I tried to remember
the old maxim: move a muscle, change a
thought. The anxiety kept pounding in my
head and chest. My heart felt ten times its

size and weight. Thoughts focused on one
fear, overwhelming all other sensations,
blocking any chance that a pleasurable
thought or distracting thought could
evolve and relieve the stress. Struggling,
with my feet unsteadily planted on the
floor, I moved slowly to retrieve my jacket.
Upon reaching the front door and

getting into the night air, the battle was
slowly waged. My legs, my whole body,
felt like I was walking through chest high
water. Feeling unsteady and awkward, the
fresh air helped a little. A casual conversation with a neighbor and a small snack
purchased from the corner gas station
brought more relief. Other, more positive
thoughts were able to gain ‘space’ in my
mind. Slowly, the tools taught in therapy
were remembered and applied. I was able
to mentally rebuild a small foundation of
security and redevelop inner strength and

the sense of self. As one obsessive thought
of fear subsided – more positive affirmative thoughts coalesced.
Fortunately, severe anxiety attacks
are very rare. Unfortunately, I do not
remember the issue or the trigger(s) that
set the anxiety into play. Remembering
the trigger or issue would aid in hopefully
blocking future occurrences. I was lucky
enough to have the attack occur at home,
a place where I was able to get about,
move, find something to do, etc.
Continued on page 20

